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2005 Archery Trade Show
Delivers Innovative Products
record 8,199 attendees spread through a record 145,500 square feet
of display space at the 2005 Archery Trade Association Show that
ran January 6-8 at the Indianapolis Convention Center. Kentucky,
according to the ATA count. Retailer Bud Blanton (left in photo at right) was
one of 3,157 in the dealer/buyer category, which the ATA said showed a big
jump over the 2,683 who circulated through the show floor a year earlier.
Most of the increase came from retailers bringing more staff to the show, as
the number of individual shops was said to be just five above last year.
Next year this main industry trade show will be in Atlanta, Georgia from
January 5-7. Manufacturers and distributors who haven’t yet reserved
booth space should contact the ATA Office at (866) 266-2776, while retailers
can watch for registration information in later issues.
What caught Blanton’s attention soon after the show opened, and that
of BowTech’s Casey Bloom (center) are new bows from APA Innovations.
The Biggar, Sasketchewan maker of the APA Ultimate and APA Twister
arrow rests uses an unusual riser design that puts a web of metal in front of
the handle so that the grip itself can be extremely slim.
Machined into the riser is a nock adjustment tool and broadhead
wrench, and mounted to it is a carbide broadhead sharpener. This dual cam
model, the Black Mamba, uses 65 percent let-off eccentrics and a 6.5 inch
brace height to help generate its high arrow speeds, Paul Gutek (at far right)
said. The single cam model has a more forgiving 7 5/8 inch brace height,
and uses modules to span 26 to 30 inches of draw. Reach APA Innovations
at (306) 948-5101.

A

Mounts of alligator and paddlefish taken by bow helped
attract attention to AMS Bowfishing’s corner booth on the
Indy show floor. The Stratford, Wisconsin firm headed by
Cindy and Mike Braun has gone from manufacturing the
Retriever bowfishing reel to supplying a complete line of
bowfishing products. Their 12-page catalog now includes a
trio of new floats for bowfishing big game, and a snare to help
customers control the big ones when they pull them
onboard. The Channel Rest AMS has been building has been
joined by this AMS Roller Rest that combines a deep channel
with a central spinning roller. The roller improves accuracy
with those heavy fish arrows and can help reduce wear on
them. Both rests
come with a line
deflector wire,
but it is safer to
sell arrows set up
with AMS Safety
Slides or AMS
Ring Sets so line
hangs from the
front until the
shot. Reach AMS
in Wisconsin at
(888) 541-7657.
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John Thomas of Mt. George
Archery, Danville, Arkansas got his
first chance to shoot the new
Diamond Rapture in the demo area.
Thomas has carried BowTech since
the firm got its start, and wanted to
see what it could do at a $399 price
point now that it has acquired the
Diamond brand and is building the
bows at the Oregon plant. The
Rapture uses swept back limbs
mounted on a straight riser that’s
lightened, like the other Diamond risers, with round holes instead of more
elaborate shapes. The 33 inch bow
uses a Solitaire Single Cam that provides letoff adjustable between 65
and 80 percent. Reach Diamond by
BowTech at (541) 689-2920.

Photo Right: While most exhibitors are out to attract retailers and their orders, some like Scott Catton and Dynamic
Finishes were there to establish and maintain business ties with
manufacturers. This Joplin, Missouri firm is a film dip finisher
that applies the different Prairie Ghost and Tru-Woods finishes
to hard goods. It also supplies the U.S. Tiger Stripe military pattern, and can create custom patterns for customers. An automated dipping arm helps insure uniform results and with tanks
up to 10 feet long the firm can also do large parts like pickup
bug guards. For more information, call (800) 693-7455.
Renegade Archery Company is a mid-sized manufacturer
making good use of the big name hunters that endorse and use
its products. Bill Herrmann (below) brought a new display
booth to the ATA show that prominently features Phil Phillips
and Ted Nugent, two TV hosts that hunt with Renegade bows.
They’re also in the ads and its classy new catalog. Reach
Renegade Archery Company in Wisconsin at (715) 568-2730.
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Sales Representative Wes Malone (left) wasn’t having trouble getting retailers like Bob Fedrizzi of Acorn Archery, New
Castle, Pennsylvania, to accept that Carolina Archery Products
was now a serious manufacturer of hunting sights. Whisker
Biscuit Rest & Lore Stabilizer inventors Steve Graff and Ike
Branthwaite designed the new Foxfire SP and Foxfire TP Sights
so the round housing fits with the view through a 3/8 inch hunting peep at average draw lengths. They spent a lot of time
researching how the eye acquires and focuses on images in low
light, and designed concentric white lines around the perimeter
instead of the more common white or orange stripes because
they believe it’s easier for the eye to automatically center the pin
and see past the ring to the game this way.
“We’re looking to expand and we want to continue creating products that work and that people need,” Branthwaite
said when ArrowTrade asked about the new sight
line. “These sights are built to be compact, to
mount close to the riser, so they won’t get
hung up in the brush. I like the single pin
myself, but the three pin meets the
needs of guys who want to shoot
longer distances. We came up with a
mechanism that lets us make it lighter
in weight,” he said, while still allowing
each pin to be micro-adjustable.
“There’s no wrenches needed, no tiny
screws to mess with. The flat black pin

supports are machined of metal, they’re not plastic. We use a
diamond-shaped shaft because that performs better than
any of the open pinch types that can deform if they’re overtightened.”
The Foxfire SP weighs less than 3 ounces, and should
retail for about $40. The Foxfire TP is designed to retail for
around $52, and weighs under 4 ounces. Carolina Archery
Products has the components made in the USA, then handles
all the assembly and packaging at its Hillsborough, North
Carolina plant. These sights are made initially in right hand,
but left hand models will be coming later so those shooters
have the same range of adjustment as they fit them to their
bow, Branthwaite said. For ordering information, contact
Carolina Archery Products at (919) 245-1400.

Becky Wright of Bow Jax, Inc. runs through the different silencing
products with a customer at the ATA Show. The stick-on Limb Jax has
four rubbery arms that flex against the limb at the shot to dampen up
to 80 percent of the noise and vibration.There is a version for split limbs
that come with cushioning on both sides so it won’t damage bow finishes. Ultra Bow Jax is a slip-on string silencer that comes with cable ties
for quick attachment. You can save the weight of the ties by slipping
Ultra Bow Jax II silencers over the string while the bow is relaxed in a
press. The aptly named Big Jax is a large but lightweight silencer that
slips over a bow’s cable guard, so it can stop cable oscillation and act as
a cable guide stop. Reach Bow Jax in Hayden, Idaho by calling (208)
762-3692.
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Hi-Tek holds the patent on powder-filled stabilizers, so
it fills not only the three hollow carbon rods but the main
chamber that connects to them through an elastomeric coupler of the new Quad models. Hi-Tek President Nate Case
said this latest generation of stabilizer comes in 7-1/2 or 8 1/2 inch lengths. You can order it with a baked-on
Kolorfusion camo, with a camo wrap already applied, or in
black with a supply of the wraps in popular patterns so you
can set them up to match a customer’s bow. That third
option is usually the best way to maximize the turns you can
make on your investment in stabilizers, Case said. The company also sells stabilizer kits so you can use the cut-off ends
of carbon shafts to build you own stabiizers in-house. Reach
Hi-Tek Sports Products in New York at (315) 788-0107.

The Huntin' Hoist from Doyle's Deer Gear uses a constant
force power spring so there's just a few ounces of tension on your
bow or pack as you
climb into the
stand. Doyle Myers
also designed the
cord with a Gear
Cinch, so you can
wrap a gun stock
or riser in low light,
secure it, and later
release it without
fumbling
with
knots or a clip.
Dealer cost starts
at $14.99, with further savings on
volume
orders.
Call (812) 3463620.

Peter Luccisano of NE Products as been selling foam
seats to hunters since 1985 to keep them warm and dry, and
while he has plenty of models of those to choose from he’s
also expanded his product line. At keft he holds one of the
Z-Packs that combine packpacks with a self-supporting
chair. They come in day pack and full pack sizes, and you can
use the chair
alone or while it’s
still attached to
the pack for
quick hunting set
ups.
At lower left,
Michigan retailers Chris Church,
Jeff Locher (center) and Brian
Anderson (right)
check out the DWedge. The foam
is twice as thick at
the front so the
seat sits more
level when you
back it up against
a tree. Backpack
straps make it
easy to carry, and
Peep rotation got ya down?
the self-supportGet Winner’s Choice strings
ing model shown
and say goodbye to bitter peep
has a gear pouch
face for good. Now with XCoat!
and comes in two
sizes. For a 20page catalog, call
NE Products in
58000 industrial park road,
Massachusetts at
john day, OR 97845 • 541/575-0818
www.winnerschoicestrings.com
(978) 683-5434.

AVOID
BITTER
PEEP
FACE.

Circle 191 on Response Card
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If you sell crossbows you’ve probably heard of the RDT
(reverse draw technology) model that Sam Collora of Mrs.
Doe Pees is helping to bring to market. While getting that
new crossbow designed and in production has been a
very time-consuming project for her husband, Judi
Collora said it’s not interferring with the company’s production of quality deer scents. Here she’s holding the
Special Blend Fresh Doe in Estrus Lure that is the company’s top seller. Using a patented process, estrus urine
collected last fall was freeze dried. It will be blended
with fresh doe urine collected this season so your customers can buy estrus lure in advance of this year’s rut.

In her other hand is a Mrs. Doe Pee’s 3 in One Grunt Tube that’s
tuned to the sounds of live deer from the firm’s extensive
herd. Call (319) 385-3875 for pricing details.

Kent Heitz has trouble using a peep sight because of the type of
glasses he wears, so he designed the XCel HiViz sight to combine
an X-shaped rear crosshairs with a blade style front fiber optic that
consists of a metal base with a molded pin. Both the front and rear
aim points adjust so your customer won’t have to change his anchor
point to use this sight. A camo model is new for 2005. Reach HiViz
Shooting Systems in Colorado by calling (800) 589-4315.
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AfterShock Archery had good dealer traffic in Indy. Arshag Odabachian said dealers reluctant to recommend the 2-3/4-inch cut , 125 grain mechanical head for more
than turkey last year were now more comfortable selling it to their deer hunters. “Last
year we were brand new, and the only hunting experience the heads had had were with
our pro staff,” the spokesman said about the firms inaugural ATA Show. “Now we’ve got
thousands of hunters who’ve shot game with our 100 grain or 125 grain.”
The curved blades overlap to provide an inboard center of gravity, so you can shoot
these from the fastest bows with no worries they’ll open prematurely. From the start the
firm has been asked for a lighter model, so now an 80 grain
HyperShock is being introduced. There’s also a new Tremor 125
that cuts a 2 inch swath. All are designed to slice through hair
and hide with the sharpened tip, then deploy blades so there’s
more energy left for driving through and out the other side.
Reach AfterShock Archery in Michigan at (248) 363-6622.

Size Matters.
Braided bow slings just
got bigger. And they're
available only from the little
company that brought you the
original braided bow sling. Ask
for the Paradox ProSling Elite with
the new, wider braided strap.

Wide is Better.
816-635-3753

Bill Dust was helping Four Seasons Outdoors promote the different SnakeSkin Illusions patterns. He’s wearing a Copper that helps hunters blend in dryer backgrounds, from sage brush in Utah to ripe Iowa cornfields.
The Fishing Blue is a new pattern designed for fishermen,
bowfishing enthusiasts and anyone who wants comfortable polycotton clothing for working where mosquitoes are
present. Since this shade looks like cold water to a mosquito, Dust said it probably won’t land. To find out more about
the USA-made garments, contact the Arkansas firm at (501)
327-2253.

NEW
in 2005!

Circle 85 on Response Card
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AR Staff Shooter Joe Sanders holds the AR-31 set up with the Ram Plus cam for
2005. The Archery Research brand that is backed by the engineering and manufacturing expertise of PSE continues to offer the three hybrid Ram And A Half models it had in 2004, at 31, 34 and 37 inches. But for 2005 it redesigned the single cam
version to produce the same level nock travel it had achieved with the Ram And A
Half, designating those the Ram Plus models.
The AR-31 Ram Plus has an 8 3/8 inch brace height, an 31 3/8 axle to axle
length and comes with a Mossy Oak New Break-Up finish. It weighs 4.25 pounds
and ships at a 29-inch draw length, though modules allow you to set it up for
between 25 and 30 inches.
In completion, Sanders shoots the longer AR-37, shown at right in the Blade
Competition Finish. Reach Archery Research in Arizona at (520) 884-9065.

Gary Todd of Pro Release used high speed
photography to illustrate the reduced bow vibration and increased arrow speed possible with his
Light Speed nocking system. You replace the fabric
serving with this slotted aluminum fitting, then tie
your string loop each side of it. The aluminum serving is designed to work with new polycarbonate
nocks from Pro Release, eliminating the nock to
serving variations that can affect accuracy. Reach
Pro Release in Michigan at (586) 792-1410.
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Lewis Forrest demonstrates the Forrest
Tree Cat stands he designed for North Starr
Treestands. A wide belt is kept under tension where it's routed through the frame.
The tension and clamp system allow you to
safely adjust stand angle as you climb.
There's a separate cam-over-center feature
that locks base & climber to tree at hunting
height. Call North Starr at (517) 439-1313.
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Kevin Polish of Vital Bow Gear demonstrates how close the new Vital Pack and
Vital Pack Extreme quivers ride to the bow. These quivers use machined aluminum
rails that are mounted at the edge of the hood and retaining bar, so the quiver naturally sits within the bow profile. The retaining bars have individual arrow holders
that slide into a channel and clamp into place. If your customer has fletch that's rubbing once he or she slides the arrows in, they just loosen the clamp and reposition
the holders. The quiver hoods are dipped in Hardwoods or Hardwoods Green. The
difference between the Vital Pack and Vital Pack Extreme is that one has twin arrow
holders to accommodate mechanical heads. The offset mounting system means
you'll need to stock some left hand models as well as right hand. For an eight page
catalog with other new sights, rests, and
fletching systems, call the Idaho firm at
ATA Show Coverage
(208) 232-5764.
continues on page 36

• Exclusive TwistLockTM Center Serving Technology
renders the center serving exceptionally secure
and durable!
• Proprietary manufacturing process results in
a bowstring that offers maximum performance!
• Like every Zebra® bowstring, the BarracudaTM
features the patented “ZS” Twist® technology
that revolutionized the world of bowstrings
just over a decade ago and has
won more tournament titles
and prize money than any
The Zebra
Barracuda
ZS Twist
other bowstring!
®

TM

Arnie Alexander of Hudalla
Associates carries a roll of adhesive
stickers Buck Stop was placing on
name badges in a cash promotion
designed to encourage early orders of
package deals. Those packages include
The Peak, a new premium estrus scent,
and new dirt-essence scent eliminators.
Call Buck Stop at (800) 477-2368.

No other bowstring
offers all of these
advantages!

One bundle of
counter-clockwise
twisted strands
(the “Z” strands)...

... the other bundle
of clockwise
twisted strands
(the “S” strands)...

... twisted together to form
a single, balanced bowstring!

A division of Mathews, Inc.
919 River Road, P.O. Box 367 • Sparta, Wisconsin 54656 • (608) 269-1235

www.zebrastrings.com
Patented

Circle 154 on Response Card
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ATA Show Coverage continued from page 33

Archery products invented at Sims Vibration Labs still make up the largest product category for the firm, according to Chris Perrott (left), but sales of dampeners for
the firearms market are growing rapidly. This year you'll find both product lines in a
master catalog, including the templates needed to choose the right shock absorbing
butt plate for rifles and shotguns. Sims also makes slip-ons, but there you're varying
the length of pull.
Gary Sims (right) holds a rifle outfitted with a new Barrel Deresonator that can
help tighten groups the way a good stabilizer can on a bow. It simply slips over the
barrel and customers can experiment until they find the location that works best with
their choice of ammo.They may find they can buy factory ammo from your store and
get accuracy comparable to using hand-loaded ammunition.
If you're a golfer, or a sporting goods store that sells golf gear, you'll be interested
in the new product Perrott is holding. It's a replacement grip for clubs, formed from
the firm's proprietary NavCom material. Reach Sims at (360) 427-6031.

Kishel's makes a range of
lures for trappers and predator
hunters, like this Red Brush fox
scent and Coy Dog coyote scent. All are packed in clear glass bottles so you can see
the quality of what's inside, with colorful four color labels.The firm also has a range of
products for deer hunters. Jeff Retting (left) is holding a Doe Passion, Rhonda Kishel
has Golden Rod Cover Scent and Kevin Kishel has a good scent for rattling in deer,
Buck Thrasher II.You can see all the Kishel's scents on line, or call (716) 652-8953.
Circle 32 on Response Card
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When you know plastics as well as the engineers and
designers at Doskocil Manufacturing, then you can design
bow cases that are light, strong and affordable. John Lievence,
who travels Michigan for the DoskoSport product line, had no
qualms about standing on this SE Series bow case. As the open
case shows, it's got the ribs and reinforcing needed to handle
being wedged in a cargo hold with suitcases on top of it. This
Pro 44 Single Camo Bow Case holds a loaded quiver, release, 12
additional arrows,and bow with up to 7 inch stabilizer attached.
An included accessory case can hold broadheads, calls and
scents. The Texas bowhunters who gave their input in focus
groups asked for everything to cinch down tight to keep it
quiet, Lievence said, and that's just how it comes.
For a look at this and other SE 44 and Pro SE 44 models, call
(888)-70SPORT.

Dennis Tubbs of D&E Archery came
by the Carbon Tech booth in part to
thank Rick McKinney (left) for making the
arrows in this country. "It's amazing the
people who are willing to pay the extra
$5 a dozen for Carbon Tech when you tell
them they're Made in the USA," the
Carthage, Illinois retailer told ArrowTrade.
McKinney said he's happy the ATA was
able to help change the FET regulations
so he now pays a lower tax on each shaft.
The former Olympic Medalist has
named his shafts after animals. The CT
Whitetail offers a balance of speed and
durability. The Hippos are large diameter
shafts, good for line cutting or when you
need more vane clearance across a rest.
The lightweight CT Cheetahs offer the
highest speeds, due to their high spine to
weight ratio. CT Rhino models offer extra
weight for better penetration in large animals, and the CT Safari with its seven
wraps of carbon fiber goes out at a whopping 15.5 grains per inch. Reach Carbon
Tech in California at (916) 741-8088.
Circle 127 on Response Card
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Dan Miller (left) and Sales Manager Rob Dykman were at
the show to promote the revamped line-up of recurve crossbows from Excalibur Crossbow. The 225-pound draw weight
Exomax that was introduced in 2004 was the first to angle the
limb butts in to add more pre-stress to the limbs. Now the firm
has a new Exocet 200 that boosts performance in the same
manner, but has a shorter, easier to handle draw stroke. For
smaller frame shooters, President Bill Troubridge has
designed a new Phoenix that is all of 2 1/2 inches shorter than
the Exomax but still can shoot a Gold Tip Carbon Arrow at
over 300 fps. Look for complete crossbow coverage in the
July issue, or call Excalibur in Ontario at (519) 743-6890.

Tom Miller (right) is welcomed to the Muzzy 200 club
during a ceremony at the big, two-level Muzzy booth. The
booth boasted a display of eye-popping whitetail mounts
whose antler measurements topped 200 inches. Some were
taken by Muzzy pro staffers, others by good hunters who
were long-time Muzzy users. Brian Cole, the sales and marketing manager, said once the firm realized its broadheads
had helped collect some of the biggest bow-killed deer in
North America, it arranged for the display, invited the hunters
to the ATA Show and outfitted them with snazzy, camotrimmed sportcoats. Plans are underway to use the 200 Club
in Muzzy’s marketing efforts. Reach Muzzy at (770) 387-9300.
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John Wheeler (left) shows Joe Bonnema one of the seven
rests in the 2005 line from Bodoodle. The Coleman, Texas
firm makes the Timberdoodle for finger shooters, simple
Zapper 300 and Zapper 400 surround style rests, and four
models for release shooters that employ the company’s pivoting cradle. Reach Bodoodle at (800) 467-8781.

Rob Schaffhauser (left) said West Town Archery already
carries nine bow lines, but the Wisconsin retailer still felt he
had to check out the Pearson line. Designer Roger
Templeton (right) and President Ed McPherson (right in background) have collaborated on updating or introducing nine
models, including a 32 inch Pride whose features were selected by votes from more than 5,000 survey participants. The
Pride builds speed with a new Hurricane Hybrid Cam System
that is strung with Vapor Trail strings and cables, then tames
vibration with a built-in Vib-X stabilizer and a riser incorporating frequency ridges. Reach Pearson at (251) 867-8475.
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McKenzie Targets has been busy figuring out how to make animal targets last
longer and look better when you do replace components. Danna Leach (left) holds
one of the layered inserts that now adds durability to the Tuff Buck, to a Layered
Bear target in the Aim Rite Series, and to a Large Alert Layered Deer. DeAnne
Chapman holds one of the slide-in cores that will make maintaining 3-D courses
easier for the ASA and its members. By year’s end, McKenzie plans to have 10 animal targets in production using this new core system. Reach McKenzie Targets in
South Carolina at (888) 279-7985.

Tom Burr (left) of the Burr & Company insurance agency and Greg Anderson
of Aflac were busy readying stuffed ducks to spread the message that Aflac’s supplemental health insurance is now being marketed to this industry. Anderson said
Aflac covers things that most other policies don’t, like the transportation, lodging
and meal expenses a patient might incur as they’re traveling to receive treatments.
It also covers therapies, like bone marrow and stem cell transplants, that other
insurance may view as experimental. Burr can help you or your employees choose
from a range of Aflac policies. Reach the agency at (800) 878-2877.
Circle 11 on Response Card
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The all-steel Nitron from New
Archery Products took less than a year
to become Bobby Bishop’s favorite
broadhead. “It’s small, it flies good and
it’s strong,” the Bluefield, West Virginia
retailer said about the 2004 introduction that uses a one-piece steel ferrule
and point. At B & G Pro Shop, Bishop
can retail them for under $21 a threepack, well below most mechanical
heads. Yet the Nitron still lets him shoot
a Easton Axis hunting arrow at 280 fps
from his Hoyt Vtech. Reach New Archery
Products in Illinois at (800) 323-1279.

Palm-sized lanterns were part of what
National Accounts Manager Hal Jansen could
show retailers in the Brunton line. The Glorb
LED in his hand will shine with one LED or four,
and in full power lasts 250 hours on a set of 4
AA batteries. The original Glorb burns lantern
fuel and is much brighter, equalling the output of a 60 watt bulb. At right is the new
Liberty, which puts out the equivalent of 80
watts and needs no mantle or match. Reach
Brunton at (307) 856-6559.

Outtech Sales Representative Rod Swanson (left) and
Whitewater Outdoors Sales Manager Jana Huenink help Dave
Stickler (center) write an order during the ATA Show. Stickler,
from Buckeye Outdoors, has carried Whitewater Outdoors clothing since the line was launched and sells it from a 2,500 square
foot concept center that’s within the Hebron, Ohio sporting
goods store. Reach Whitewater Outdoors in Wisconsin at (800)
666-2674.
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Joe White told ArrowTrade the Safari System Eastman
Outfitters has added to some of its blinds provides a significant advantage in concealment.The rippling die-cut fabric overlay allows the blind to look more like a bush than a
tent.“I’ve had customers tell me they’ve shot deer at ranges
from 4 to 7 yards from these,” said White, whose territory
includes Texas and Oklahoma. White said the blinds are
using an improved fabric shell, and still have the odor and
light-blocking carbon lining. Reach Eastman Outdoors,
the parent company, in Michigan at (800) 241-4833.
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Chris Christenson of Obsession Archery, Machesney Park,
Illinois gets a look at the offset brackets that could be used to
help Doinker stabilizers balance accessories on target bows.
Patrick Moses and the rest of the Doinker crew were in military camo as part of the promotion for the grenade-shaped
Doinker A-Bomb active stabilizer technology. Reach Levin
Industries at (818) 700-2899.

What’s a blackjack dealer doing
inside the TenPoint Crossbow
Technologies booth? He was there to
give retailers who placed a show-special order a chance to double their
savings on some high-end models.
Posing with Sid (from Casino
Entertainment) are (left to right) Mike
Shaffer and Dave Robb of TenPoint,
and Dan Davison of North American
Whitetail Magazine.

Ceiling and wall racks for hanging bows are the latest in
the product line from Archery Shooter Systems. The steel
racks receive a durable powder coat, just like the several
Hammer Bow Hangers that use a slide-action to tap into and
out of the ground. Mike Sandin holds the compact groundblind model, which pulls apart to double as a treestand bow
holder. Reach Archery Shooter Systems at (866) 823-7757.

If you walked by the Manzella Productions booth, Brent Hollock would try to
entice you to try on the new hunting gloves he helped design to work great while
you’re wearing a release aid. They’re precurved and have non-slip fronts. Shown
here are (left to right) James Stevens of Wildgame Innovations, Broussard, Louisiana,
Hollock, Sales Rep Ted Drysdale of Bliss Murski Sales, Dallas,Texas, and Ryan Busbice
of Wildgame Innovations. You can check out all the hunting gloves from Manzella
Productions by calling the Buffalo, New York firm at (800) 645-6837.
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Rinehart 3-D Targets
has some fun new ways to
get your customers outside
and shooting more often.
The company’s big, 18-sided
broadhead target (held by
Brad Rinehart at left) has
been joined by a Rinehart
Super Ball (center, with
James McGovern) and
Rinehart Field Target (held
by Barbara Rinehart.)
The 14-inch Super Ball
and 9.5 inch Field Target can
be rolled or thrown by the
shooter, but will always stop
upright because their bases
are weighted. That reduces
the chance they’ll roll on
impact and damage arrows.
The smaller target includes a
belt loop.
Rinehart 3-D Targets
included The Block targets in
its display in an attempt to
prove how much longer life your customers would get with
broadheads from their “18 to 1” target. They also scheduled a

shooting demonstration to make the same point. Reach
Rinehart 3-D Targets at (608) 757-8153.

American Broadhead Company is growing, in more ways than one. The
three blade, cut on contact Sonic Heads the company started with (now available in 75, 85, 100 and 125 grains) are being joined by a new Liberty series of
heads. Ready by mid-summer, the Liberty heads cut a wider, 1 3/16 inch circle
and weigh either 100 or 125 grains. Derrick Perkins (left) said they’ll come in 3
packs, instead of 6 packs like the Sonic. That will make it easier for dealers to hit
the 250-pack per year volume level where American Broadhead offers a free display model, like that held by Dave Plouchu. Reach the firm at (603) 822-1061.
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Paul Meeks looks tiny next to this API
Outdoors Grandstand XLT, which curves
so twin hunters have a wider view. The
seats adjust for height, and a blind kit is
available. Reach API at (800) 228-4846.
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Jim and Shirley Reichman
of J & S Archery, Findley, Ohio
talk with Goat Tuff developer
Tim Sizemore (right) about
some adhesion problems with
a particular vane. While Goat
Tuff will bond any arrow component, Sizemore said some
vanes can have their bases
cleaned to get a better bond.
For different Goat Tuff formulas
and accelerators, call your distributor or (970) 245-9666.

Representatives of young Whisper
Creek Archery were at the ATA show with a
big booth and nine bow models, thanks to
last year’s merger between Tennessee inventor Andy Andrews and Jeff Nish, who own a
manufacturing facility in Woods Cross, Utah.
All models have some form of sound dampening built into the risers and several use
patented BowDAMP technology sandwiched into the eccentrics. For a copy of the
company’s 20-page catalog, call (800) 4995529.

Darrick Pope (right) was in
the Dalton Archery Products
Booth demonstrating Granny’s
Little Gripper. The rubber arrow
holder can be glued to the shelf
to hold arrows in place even
when the bow is turned upside
down, as it is here. Combined
with one of Dalton’s fall-away
rests, it makes for a safe and
secure way to hold arrows until
you draw the bow and they’re
lifted to launch. Order the gripper through Dalton Archery
Products, (509) 467-4042.

Circle 104 on Response Card
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Outtech’s Jesse Berthold shows retailers some of the new Fuse accessories during the ATA Show at a busy booth across the aisle from the Hoyt
USA display. Jason Fogg is director of product development for Hoyt,
Reflex and for the new accessory line coming out of the same Salt Lake
City plant, and took the time to show ArrowTrade some of the features of
the quivers, sights and stabilizers. While active stabilizers are designed to
help quiet bows, Fogg said the Fuse line takes the approach that every
accessory can make a bow quieter, rather than louder as they often do. To
that end the engineers incorporated Shock Rods of the NavCom vibration
killing material from Sims. Five surround the sight shown at upper left, six
very long ones are integral to the stabilizers, and 10 have been fitted to the
quivers. The quivers like this
adjustable-length Katana model
incorporate carbon rods and
rock-solid mounts, and have precut closed cell foam in the hoods
with tip shields under that. Fuse
accessories, like Hoyt bows, are at
the upper end of the price range,
with the quivers going to dealers
for around $65. You can reach
Fuse at the Hoyt USA headquarters number, (801) 363-2990.
The Apple Super Pro press again this year attracted most of the attention
at the Apple Archery Products booth, since that durable press easily handles
conventional or parallel limb compounds, and is quick to operate thanks to the
self locating compression bar. But it’s not designed for crossbows. Some dealers
opt for this specialized press, the Pro Crossbow, that Courtney Lewis is using at
right to relax this 10-Point Crossbow Technologies model. Apple can set you
up for crossbows with the Pro Crossbow Press and stand as shown, with a Pro
Crossbow Press for mounting to a workbench, or with the XT Pro Crossbow PullBar and Jack Tube assembly that you can use with any current generation Apple
bow press. Reach the Pennsylvania manufacturer at (717) 266-7888.
Advertising Sales professionals like Bowhunter’s
Jeff Millar (left in photo at
left) use the ATA to stay in
contact with clients and
search out new business.
Here he swaps hunting stories with his friend, Rob
Marotta of Pete Rickard’s.
The call and scent company
can be reached in New York
at (800) 282-5663.
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Any bow can
shoot an arrow...
The Genesis bow
changes lives!

The Genesis bow...
®
®

®

The Genesis bow is the bow
schools use in the National
Archery in the Schools Program.
Over 200,000 students have
been introduced to archery
through NASP. More importantly,
archery has proven to have a
profound impact on students
and educators alike...
“It is such a joy to see kids learning,
developing skills, getting involved, and
having fun. There is absolutely no downside to this program. Any school not
offering this to their children is missing
a golden opportunity.”
Rich Prewitt – principal
Whitley County Middle School

“I’ve never had so much fun coaching
a sport in an educational setting in my
20-plus years of teaching. I feel we reach
the students academically, socially,
emotionally, mentally and physically.”

Supporter of

Tina Davis – athletic director and teacher
Trigg County Middle School

“For the kids who are not ‘traditional’
athletes, you can witness their self-esteem
drastically improve when they experience
a little success with a Genesis bow.”

“The best thing to happen to archery since
the invention of the compound bow.”
The Genesis® bow was designed to introduce
beginners to archery. Thanks to Genesis®
Technology, it fits virtually everyone
• No specific draw length (fits 15" to 30")

• All the advantages
of single-cam
technology

Genesis Technology
®

“Kids bug me all the time wanting to shoot
the Genesis bows.”
Scott Ricks
Middle School P.E. Teacher

Crazy Horse Archery

TM

• Set at 20 lbs., it performs like
a 35 lb. recurve

Kyle McKune
Middle School P.E. Teacher

™

“Schools are discovering [another] big
benefit of the [National Archery in the
Schools] program. Attendance is higher
on archery days.”
Central Kentucky News Journal

Everyone can shoot the same bow
Genesis Technology™ eliminates let-off,
thereby eliminating specific draw length,
so that anyone can shoot the same bow.
• Kids can’t outgrow it –
because there is no
specific draw length
• It’s simple to buy –
no need to measure
or fit for draw length
• It’s easy to shoot –
beginners won’t
develop bad habits
because the draw
length is always right

Want to help get archery in your schools?

Visit www.genesisbow.com

For the next generation!
2035 Riley Road, Sparta, Wisconsin 54656
(608) 269-1779
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Hugh Trussel (facing camera) pitches a pair of retailers on
adding the BowSlingBlind to their product mix. Slung across your
back, it looks like a padded, open-sided bow case where the quiver
can remain mounted. The storage system protects your bow as you
carry it through the woods, has pockets to carry your face mask,
release, calls and scents, leaves your hands free for carrying a treestand and can be purchased with a self-storing blind. The blind will
mount on a treestand or has rods that let your use it as a ground
blind. Reach Trussel at Blue Sky Archery, (866) 363-7100.
Raven Wear of
Canada owner Susan
Hindbo talks about the
warm clothing her firm
sews in Caroline,
Alberta. An example is
the Antifreeze Jacket
and Bibs, which protect hunters with a
fleece exterior, a
Dupont ComforMax-IB
wind barrier, and a
thick sherpa lining
that resembles lambs wool.You can get them and many other styles
in Advantage Max-4, Realtree Hardwoods or Realtree Hardwoods
Snow. Raven Wear will also tailor custom garments to your customer’s needs. Reach the
manufacturer at (800) 3872836.

Catquivers from Rancho Safari
allow hunters to keep arrows at the
ready while they carry gear. Different
models incorporate everything from a
simple pouch to full packs. The 8-arrow
quivers adjust in length and work on
spring tension. With practice, a hunter
can reach back, lift an arrow slightly and
remove it silently. Here Doug Melvin
shows how the Catquiver Mini can
detach from the Catquiver 6, for those
times you want to carry the quiver separately. Reach Rancho Safari in
California at (800) 240-2094.
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Razorcaps are “traditional” cut on contact
heads with a decidedly
high tech approach.
Inventor Phil Muller (center, with Aaron Arnell and
Frank Zsenak) designed
the strong .040 inch
blades so they could be
laser-welded into a
assembly that uses a 5
degree taper to center
itself perfectly on the ferrule. Muller said the
blade unit, welded into its
pyramid shape, is much
stronger than snap-together blades, and makes blade changing quick and easy.
The blades are shaving sharp when you open a three-pack of 100 or 125 grain models incorporating aluminum ferrules. If you’ve got traditional hunters, you’ll also
want to stock separate packs of
the blade cartridge and heavier
steel ferrules, so hunters can
assemble 150, 175 or 200 grain
heads. The suggested retail
price is $29.95 for the complete
heads, $18.99 for a pack of 3
replacement blade cartridges.
Reach Razor Caps in New
Jersey at (609) 890--2010.
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Mike Carter of Carter’s Archery, St. Joseph, Missouri, looks over the redesigned
ANTS target sight from Copper John.“I’ve got an ANTS sight myself, but it’s time to
upgrade to a new one,” the retailer said. Carter sells lots of Dead Nuts hunting sights
but keeps just one or two ANTS on hand because they come in different styles and
people will often order what they want. All use the patented curved bar that keep
scopes optically true to the shooter’s eye as they adjust to different ranges.
Copper John’s Mike McGreevey pointed out the extension mount is stronger
and ambidextrous in the new Evolution II model. The micro windage knob is larger
and the detents more positive. Hash marks in front make it easier to record windage
settings. And because a couple shooters had trouble with the phenolic bearings
cracking, McGreevey said the firm switched to more durable brass bearings that also
allow for a smoother action. Reach Copper John in New York at (315) 258-9269.

Companies exhibiting at the ATA Show put a lot of emphasis on new products,
but it’s also nice to see a firm that pays tribute to its roots. Wyandotte Archery has
an extensive selection of leather goods like quivers,armguards,tabs and gloves in the
Wyandotte Traditional line, made in Michigan as they have been for over 60 years.
This year Gerry and Karen Kaufman used the back cover to remember Gerry’s parents
Gay and Eleanor.They founded the business in 1943, after training Scouts in archery
and founding an archery club. Reach Wyandotte Archery at (734) 282-3403.
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Sure-Loc has made changes in both target and hunting
sights. Production Manager Larry Draeving is shown behind new
Lethal Weapon Special Ops models that incorporate spools of
fiber optics to feed extra light to the five pins. You’ll need to
decide between .019 and .029 pins on this model, while other
Lethal Weapon sights also come with extra-bright .039 pins.
Below, Draeving’s fingers move a new cam lever Steve Gibbs
developed to make the 3rd axis adjustment easier and more positive on the Challenger and Supreme target sights. Reach Sure-Loc
in Indiana at (812) 689-9926.

Scott Coe of Easy Eye Archery Products (left) gives a retailer from Greece a compact CD that demonstrates uses for the
EZE-Center laser tuning aid. John Papavasilopoulos also watched
Coe use the sight mounted laser to quickly adjust center shot by
rotating it and projecting a beam from the nock all the way to the
point of the arrow. Reach Easy Eye in Michigan at (888) 908-7446.

Kinsey’s Archery Products continues to have a front
row seat on the ATA Show Floor, though it has also developed its own very successful trade show over the past
three years. President Jim Kinsey welcomes both large
dealers and the smaller dealers who may find it costly to fly
to Indy or Atlanta (for 2006): Many who come to the
Kinsey’s Show will drive in and do their ordering in a single
day. Since orders placed at the Kinsey’s show flow through
the distributor, the firm doesn’t need to make a profit on
exhibit space sales. In fact it encourages vendors to stay
within a single 10-foot booth when possible, so there’s
room for more manufacturers and so the Kinsey’s Dealer
Show doesn’t outgrow the Hershey Lodge & Convention
Center. Watch for extensive coverage of that March, 2005
show in ArrowTrade’s July issue. Reach
Kinsey’s Archery Products at (800) 366-4269.
Ben Macki (left) and Chris Sword of
Mossy Oak Apparel go through the features
of the APX Barricade Parka with Sales
Manager Jeff Shean and Joe Bell (right) of
Bow & Arrow Magazine. The waterproof,
breathable garment incorporates a Scent-Lok
odor eliminating liner but also uses ThermaScent insulation that has anti-microbial properties. For a copy of the 34-page APX hunting
garment catalog, contact Mossy Oak Apparel
in Atlanta at (800) 331-5624.
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Joe Bonnema (left) and Don Chipman of Specialty Archery
Products, LLC flank a stabilizer display that includes optional
film dip colors. Choices like Large Black Silver Weave, the Royal
Blue Weave and the Root Beer (at bottom) are more durable and
colorfast than the wrapped “fade” and camo patterns the company continues to offer. Since
all the single, multi-rod and
tunable (sliding) stabilizers use
carbon rods, basic black is how
they come standard. Reach the
Iowa firm at (641) 424-5762.

Craig Searle of
Norway Industries
(left) talks to a couple
potential customers
who had traveled
from Taiwan in part to
see
the speedy
Norway Automatic
Fletching Machine. At
right, Jill Haliburton
helps a retailer with
his vane order. Posters make it easy for you and your shoppers to know what color and sizes are available in Duravanes
and 3-D Duravanes. To request one and pricing details, call
Norway Industries at (800) 778-4755.
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Bowhunter Magazine Publisher Jeffrey Waring (left) checks into a
product that tackles the odor coming from a hunter’s mouth. Neil Brett
of Hunting Science has introduced Gum-O-Flage, with odor-killing
chlorophyll and pine. The 12-packs come in countertop or stand-alone
displays. Reach Brett’s new company in Wisconsin at (715) 539-9721.

When you’ve got a hit on your hands, the smart
thing would seem to make it available to as wide an
audience as possible. Parker’s strong sales for the
Phoenix bow series led to the introduction of a
youth model, the Micro Phoenix. Guy Rowzie holds
that 31 inch bow which covers 23 to 27 inches in
modular adjustments and has weight ranges of 3040 and 40-50. Salesmen didn’t have samples to
show retailers until a couple weeks before the ATA
Show, Rowzie said, but despite that the company
had received “tons of orders.” Considering this top
of the line youth model carries a suggested retail
price of $409.95, that says a lot about the confidence retailers feel in the West Virginia firm. Reach
Parker Compound Bows at (540) 337-5426.

The investments Frist Capital has been making in the Tink’s brand since
acquiring it in mid-2004 were on display at the ATA Show. Above, Terry Rohm
points out new packaging throughout the line that ties the many scents, accessories, cover scents and scent eliminators into four families of products that are all
under the Tink’s brand, a concept known as subbrand segmentation. At left, glass bottles have
been replaced by amber plastic bottles with dispenser caps that make it easy to drip out scent
or stream it from several feet away. They’re
lighter than glass, and unbreakable. At right,
President Scott Yates stands in front of a new
booth that combines eye-catching graphics and
an open feel. Reach Tink’s at (800) 624-5988.
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PERFORMANCE
DOESN’T
HAVE TO
COST A
LOT!

When we saw Charlie Cooke of Charlie’s Own at the 2004 ATA Show, he had
a new company. Now he’s got a growing list of dealers and a lot of nice hunter
success photos their customers have sent in. As a Snap-On dealer, Cooked supplied tools and tear-resistant latex gloves to mechanics, who save their skin and
keep car interiors cleaner by wearing them while “wrenching.” One day while bear
hunting he decided to wear the latex gloves under his camo fabric gloves. The
next day he left the fabric gloves home and painted the latex gloves with camo
face paint. That’s when he got the idea that hunters would readily purchase the
same disposable scent-free gloves if he just had them printed in camo patterns.
You can sell them in boxes of 50 or bags of 6, in three sizes and two different patterns. Reach Charlie’s Own in Baltimore at (410) 288-2143.
It takes more
than good designs to
help retailers make
money selling Tshirts, sweatshirts
and hats.
Buck
Wear’s David Trapp
stands next to the
Big Buck Rack that
uses 4 square feet of
floor space. A smaller
Button Buck Rack
uses just 2.Trapp said
dealers who pick up
this merchandiser
often see sales double over selling from
a clothes rack or
shelves. You can pick
out the designs yourself from the dozens
available or ask Buck
Wear’s staff to recommend a selection.
Call (800) 813-7708.

THE QUAD
• 4 Powder
Filled
Chambers
• Bumper
Technology
• Affordable
Price

WIDE
SELECTION

1-800-356-7285

WWW.HI-TEKSPORTS.COM
809 HOLCOMB ST. • WATERTOWN, NY 13601

Circle 138 on Response Card
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Scott Smith of Mike Wieck Sales (left) was helping the factory
staff man the big Cobra Manufacturing booth. Here he helps Chris
Henson, a buyer for Shawmut Distributing, look through Cobra’s line
of arrow rests. Cobra’s new rests for 2005 include the DiamondBack
shoot-through and DiamondBack drop-away models, available in
black or Mystic camo. Both offer micro-adjustable prong height
adjustment and independent windage adjustment to make set-up easier. DiamondBack models have steel prongs covered by
silent Pronghorn sleeves. The DiamondBack drop-away has a molded, Teflon-impregnated launcher whose wide horns will
keep an arrow on the rest when the bow is rotated up to 90 degrees. Reach Cobra Manufacturing at (918) 366-3634.
Extreme Archery Products has been known as a Kentucky maker of sights,
scopes and stabilizers, but in Indy it was also introducing dealers like Jay Burnside
to Shrink Fletch. Burnside, of The Great Outdoors, Ripley, West Virginia, watched as
Teresa Rice fletched an arrow in about
15 seconds. The manufacturer has
applied 4” Duravanes to a tough white
or clear plastic sleeve that will slip over
any carbon or aluminum shaft from
17/64 to 24/64 in diameter. Adhesive
dots applied with the kit allow you to
hold the Shrink Fletch in position while
you dip it into a cup of hot water-easily
heated in a microwafe in a supplied
foam cup. If you desire a helical, you
can twist the front of the fletch before it
has cooled. Extreme Archery sells
Shrink Fletch in packs to do 6 or 48
arrows. Call (606) 928-9447 for pricing.
Terry Harris of Jim Flectcher
Archery Aids was telling dealers about a
new member of the aluminum Trupeep family. The Max Hunter has a larger housing and full 1/4 inch aperture,
larger than the 3/16 Super Hunter that
has been the biggest in the line. The
acute string angle on short bows moves
the peep further from your eye, as do
string loops, and your customer may
need a larger peep to see that round
pin housing. Plus bigger means brighter
in twilight. Call (760) 379-2589 for info.
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Marshall’s Outdoor Products
was founded by Fan Tech, the
world’s largest supplier of parts
and accessories for ceiling fans. As
a sportsman, owner John Marshall
decided to create ceiling fans that
would appeal to hunters. Shelly
Moore, the VP of Marketing &
Sales, stands amid a cluster on display. You have to look close to
appreciate the metal work and
wood carving that goes into fans
like this NWTF model below that
retails for $349. At lower right,
Ohio retailer Linda Janecek won a
Gulf fishing trip with the Batan
Rouge, Louisiana firm. She’s standing by camouflage blinds that are
part of a home furnishings line
from Marshalls. Find out more
about “Bringing The outdoors
Indoors” with Marshalls by calling
(800) 697-2698.
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now you see it

it’s not a sight
if you can’t see it
Every archery sight system has two
elements — front and rear. That’s why
we’ve paid close attention to both.
The new XCel sights from HiViz
utilize our rugged DURAbrite pins on
a durable frame and a unique rear
sight aperture that speeds target
acquisition in low light.
Easy set-up. Easy sight-in.

Dan Warzczok
and Mark Weiser
were at the show
with the 24- Seven
line of scents from
MDR
Outdoor
Group. The company’s original 24Seven
concept
were unscented
granules
(lower
photo) that expand
and darken as they
absorb any liquid scent. But customers can also shake out long-lasting 24-Seven Plus scents that come
premixed with estrus urine, food and
curiosity scents. Reach MDR Outdoor
Group in Pennsylvania by calling
(888) 648-3718.

XCel Archery Sight

NORTH PASS, LTD.
1941 HEATH PARKWAY, STE. #1
FORT COLLINS, CO 80524

(800) 589-4315
HIVIZSIGHTS.COM
Circle 193 on Response Card
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Winner’s Choice Custom Bowstrings is using the latest two color 8125 and 452X material from BCY to offer what
it appropriately describes as “Speckled Colors.” Curt Wilson
of Primos (left) admires one of the seven latest colors available from the John Day, Oregon manufacturer. For a sample
card tied with 19 of the solid colors and speckled red, speckled blue, speckled white, speckled tan, florescent green
speckled, florescent orange speckled and florescent yellow
speckled call Winners Choice at (541) 575-0818.

Ray Jones of Iowa
Archery
in Winterset,
Iowa watches how the
Centerfire Arrow Rest
from Bullet Archery
Products lifts the arrow
as it rotates into position.
The latest slotted Quick
Shot Centerfire, is shown
at right. The same firm
supplies the Razor
Ring broadheads
and the BOWman
switch, ( lower
right), which turns
on the sight light
as you reach full
draw. For pricing
info, call (866) 8335890 or in PA dial
(610) 833-5890.

Douglas Marcus of the rep group Sokol Associates helped ArrowTrade understand
why the Loggy Bayou Mega Transformer from Hunting Products Research is called
“the most versatile stand ever.” A standard removable front bar and accessories like
foot rests and gun rests help your customer configure the stand 25 different ways.The
aluminum climber folds flat for carrying, weighs less than 20 pounds, yet the Ultra
Beam platform proviides a 300 pound limit. Reach Loggy Bayou at (870) 881-9778.
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Peter Brushey has been importing Finnish-made Nokian boots to
Canada for 30 years, for loggers,
hunters, and fishermen. Now he’s
looking for U.S. dealers. Reach him
at (888) 262-5557 or (205) 724-5493.
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Marv Long of TailorMaid Bowstrings was
telling dealers about changes to make stocking
strings easier. Long has extended servings on both
strings and c ables, so if it’s the correct length it will
cover both twin cams and asymetric (or hybrid)
cams. Every string is coming from his Michigan
plant with an individual bar code,so you can quickly scan them into inventory and order precisely
what you need for stock. Call (734) 246-3182.

Carson Optical has been in the binocular business for 15 years, and
now President Rich Cameron has strategies in place to capture a much
larger share of the optics market. One of the company’s new strengths is
Industry veteran Tim Faust (above) formerly of Schrade Cutlery, who has
joined the New York firm as National Sales Manager for the hunting and
outdoors product lines. Faust told ArrowTrade that Carson Optical is benefiting from a new manufacturing source that’s building optics that rival
the world’s finest binoculars, as a price that’s let you retail them for hundreds less. A minimun advertised pricing plan is in place, to help protect
independent dealers who take on the line. Call (800) 9-Optics.

Circle 80 on Response Card
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Mirage Wear CEO Jay Bylsma was in Indianapolis to help introduce the new Fauxliage
line. Mirage Wear is a fabric converter, and Fauxliage (pronounced foe-lage) is the name it
has chosen for three-dimensional camouflage fabric and garments that can be made from
a variety of base layers and lightweight laser cut overlays. Faux is a french word meaning
mistake or fake, and these garments are designed to fake out deer and other big game.
Less bulky and constricting than a “Ghillie Suit”they have the same ability to help a hunter
turn into a bush, especially if he’s wearing the head cover and is seated.
Bylsma said laser cutting the overlays means Mirage Wear can follow the outlines of
maple, oak or aspen leaves, by reprogramming the cutting heads. “With laser cutting, you
have instant convertability from one pattern to the other. With die cutting, you’d need to
have a new die.” Laser cutting also heat-seals the edges of the netting, to eliminate the
fraying that can be a problem with die-cut leaves. Some of the Mossy Oak and Realtree
patterns are already available,and Bylsma said he’s been asked to do a pine needle pattern.
Mirage Wear makes clothing under private label agreements with some major retailers and manufacturers, including Scent-Lok. It also has a license from Scent-Lok
Technologies to produce its own Fauxliage versions of that odor absorbing clothing.
If you’d like to see how your customers respond to Fauxliage, a good place to start
might be with a lightweight,one-piece coverall you can retail for $79. It’s compact enough
that hunters can carry it with them in a fanny pack or stuff sack.That’s what Bylsma is holding in his left hand. Reach Mirage Wear in Michigan at (616) 887-2155.
Ram Products sells a
compact Ratchet-Lock
Bow Press (at right) that’s
easy to use in a workshop
or camp. The company’s
Spine Tester (left) lets you
or a customer precisely
match arrow spines, then
check and adjust target
points or broadheads so
they’re true to .0005 inch,
which is 1/4 of a hair’s
width. Reach the Idaho
firm at (800) 882-1588.
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Lancaster Archery Supply is
now the exclusive importer of
Shibuya tournament sights, and
Shibuya is now building products
for both compounds and recurves.
These Shibuya sights use carbon
extension bars and have easy to
adjust blocks: You just squeeze and
slide the block to the approximate
position, then turn the 24-click per
inch micrometer to reach the final
setting. Hiroshi Tanebe was at the
Lancaster Archery booth to help
promote the sight brand that 20 of
24 Olympic Medalists used last year
in Athens. Reach the sales office for
Shibuya at (800) 829-7408.
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Magic Stop’s James Daugherty says his bag targets are
long lasting and provide a lower cost per arrow, but he’s also
added a full line of layered foam targets for the ranges and
hunters who prefer those. The MS Infinity Target at front left is
sewn in UV coated, 6 1/2 ounce poly and stuffed with nylon and
polyester fibers that stop the fastest arrow and allow two-finger
removal. Dealer cost on that 25-inch square target starts at $54.
The more compact MS Trophy Target to the right is 21x21x16
inches deep, and because of its layered foam construction you
can shoot that one with either broadheads or field points.
Dealer cost starts at $55. For ranges, Magic Stop is building a
24x24x48 inch high foam Range Target, at $230 if you buy just
one. Or you can opt for the Range Bag, a 32x32x16 inch target
that goes for $58. We’ve quoted you
prices for single targets, but when you
order four or more Magic Stop can
lower the cost significantly because
freight charges are more reasonable on
those bulk shipments. Reach Magic Stop
in Kentucky at (800) 992-5972.

Hind Sight provides the same view
for your customers in all the various
models. The shooter sees four tapering
white pointers formed from ProGlo 20,
and centers the appropriate front pin at
their apex. The low light advantages of
not needing a peep are obvious, but
Don Priebe offered a couple additional
points in Hind Sight’s favor. “The points
in our aperture are just under 1/8 of an
inch across. Most guys start out with a
small peep, but because they can’t see
as the light fades, they ream it out.
Pretty soon it’s like you’re looking
through an innertube. And when you
put that big piece of plastic in your bow
string, it acts like a parachute.You might
be pulling 70 pounds, but you’re shooting as if it were 65 pounds.”
You can order Hind Sight models
that come with brackets and others that
mount to cable guards, a better option
for many Martin, Alpine and Hoyt models. Reach Hind Sight at (734) 878-2842.
Circle 142 on Response Card
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Aaron Brooks heads the top-secret string-making department at Mathews, Inc. where the Zebra
bowstrings and the new Zebra Barracuda strings are made from BCY string materials. Barracuda
strings use the same patented ZS twist that twists half the strands in one direction, half in the other
to help peeps come back straight. These strings are also prestretched,and the Twist Lock center servings become even tighter as the string is twisted up to its final length.“We advertise these as the best
performing bowstrings in the world,” Brooks said, and customers may see a 5 fps increase if you
replace their conventional strings and cables with Zebra Barracuda strings and cables.
The new products are coming in a plastic tube custom designed for them by Rose Plastics.That
should help customers accept the higher price they command. Brooks said the suggested retail price
for a one-cam string is $61.95,while the shorter cable would run $49.95. Sizes are available to fit most
compound bows, in a variety of colors. Reach the Zebra string division at (608) 269-1235.
Below, Australian Graydon Alcorn
and his U.S. liaison, Mary Hale, speak with
Daniel Grundman of Flex Fletch
Products about an upcoming IFAA
Championships. Flex Fletch has a strong
following for its vanes with target archers.
Unlike extruded vanes, these start as
strips formed in molds using a thermoset
resin. “That’s primarily where the durability and memory come from, because this
method gives you a better cross-linking
of molecules,” Vince Grundman
explained. Reach Flex Fletch in
Minnesota at (800) 626-3844.

Many product ideas start as
suggestions
from retailers.
Here Mike and
John Roos tell
Bob White and
Shirley Gelinas of
Kwikee Kwiver
how they have
been able to
quiet the bracket
vibration that
can occur with
some bows by
adding a piece of
stick-on felt inside. The retailers are from Mike’s Bait, Tackle & Archery, St.
Peters, Missouri. You can reach Kwikee Kwiver in Michigan by calling (231)
938-1690.
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An adjustable
weight
Speed
Point that Keith
Hagen of Precision Designed Products developed for competitive archers has spawned new
products.You can buy Premium Converta Point
Inserts (shown) so weight can be added behind
the insert on hunting arrows.“Someone who is
having to back their weight down can still
shoot the same arrows by adding weight to the
point of the arrow,” Hagen explained, since that
weakens the dynamic spine. Hagen likes the
penetration heavy carbon arrows offer, so he
just adjusts the spine of arrows meant for 80
pound bows until they fly perfectly from his
hunting set-up. You can also order crossbow
bolt ends that accept the set-screw style
adjustable weights. Reach Precision Designed
Products in Kansas at (620) 331-0333.
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For full line archery distributors like
Jake’s Archery,the trade show is a onceper-year opportunity to greet customers like John and Wilma Stone of
The Archery Hut, Lebanon, Oregon.
They’re talking here with Courtney
Carter and Ginger Weaver (right). Jakes
was also at the show courting new customers. You can get a closer look at the
Orem, Utah distributor on the web at
www.jakesarchery.com, or can request a
catalog and application packet by calling (801) 225-0509.

Paul LoRocco had the help of grandson Matt Hellinghausen in introducing
retailers and distributors to the latest
Truglo products. The Pro-Tune Quiver
(below) comes in five camo patterns and
adjusts for height without tools by sliding
the carbon rods through the vibrationdampening bracket. The Xtreme ProSeries Sight (bottom) is one of three with
this sleek new profile. This model has
tool-less adjustments, a level, and is available with a light or TFO pin. Reach Truglo
in Texas at (888)-887-8456.

Circle 89 on Response Card
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For some customers, Martin Archery means compounds,
like the 2005 ShadowCat Ryan Martin is holding at lower left. But
thousands of others hunt with one of the longbows or recurves
Martin Archery builds at its second location in Yakima,
Washington. This past year, Martin Archery produced an infomercial and DVD, in part to dispel any notion that this major supplier
of traditional bows has somehow automated the process. In fact,
what Martin has in Yakima is a few dozen craftsmen (and women)
who build traditional bows the traditional way. Not counting the
metal-risered Aurora target bow, there are 14 to choose from.
Dealers who stock Martin bows can also receive complimentary
copies of a new poster series (below) where the recurve Dream
Catcher is being promoted along with the
compound ShadowCat
and the new Tigress
Compound for women.
Call (509) 529-2554.

Toxonics’ Jeff Weitkamp (right) talks with Tommy
Downey of 4-D Archery, Bethlehem, Kentucky about changes
in the company’s target sights, which are
lighter, stronger and have new windage and
yardage drive systems. Hunting sights like this
Cross Breed (right) have new machined aluminum guards and laser etched markings.
The three or five pins are fed by coils of fiber
optics for good brightness in low light, and
the pin guard is drilled for a light. Reach
Toxonics in Missouri at (636) 639-8502.
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Hunter Dan’s Todd Farris (left) holds Hunter Ann, a new
action figure that should inspire more girls to take up hunting. Introduced with a gun at the 2004 SHOT SHOW, she’s
available with a bow this year. Outdoor writer
and producer Dan Bertalan holds the Hunter
Dan Bowfishing Survival Gauntlet game he and
two other outdoor professionals labored on for
18 months. It has excellent graphics, 48 different
species to hunt, and reinforces ethical behavior.
But the best reason to stock it is 6 of 10 youngsters who play it want do the real thing! Reach
Hunter Dan in Indiana at (665) 655-1400.
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Three of the men behind R.D.T. Archery and a revolutionary new type of crossbow got together for a photo at the ATA Show. Jim Kemp (left in photo top left) is an
Iowa City, Iowa contractor who because of a bad back hunts with a crossbow. He didn’t like seeing game flinch from the noise so he built his own using “Reverse Draw
Technology.” Now a quiet, 98-pound draw crossbow can sizzle a 340 grain arrow at
328 fps. Sam Collora (center) of Mrs. Doe Pees was asked to help put Kemp in touch
with a bow manufacturer, but instead convinced him the product was so promising
they should bring it to market it themselves. Lewis Van Winkle (right) is a machinist
who helped transform Kemp’s crude prototype into the finely finished design Editor
Tim Dehn is shooting above. R.D.T. Archery also has a “Special Forces” version at left
where the weight is supported on a tripod mount with ball head. The goal is to be
able to ship stock to retailers by June. Reach R.D.T. Archery at (319) 385-7255.

Like a .308
for your bow.
Innovative Treestand Solutions’
Tony Muhich designed the 9.5 pound
Leveler treestand so you hunt comfortably from trees that slant. Now he’s
developed a Shok-EZ full body harness
(below) that dispenses with the normal
break-away stitching in favor of a
reusable rubber shock absorber. Reach
ITS in Illinois at (815) 725-7268.

www.americanbroadhead.com
603.822.1061

3 REPLACEABLE BLADES

Circle 116 on Response Card
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BCY was doing a brisk business in Indianapolis due in part to strong interest in the
two-color versions of its 8125 and 452X bowstring material. Without needing to knot
two materials together,it allows you to come close to the look of a true two-color string.
President Ray Browne said news about shortages of some raw materials also may have
caused dealers to place more orders at the the show. One popular combination is to use
452X in the cable, and 8125 in the string. The Vectran component of 452X gives it
absolute stability as your cable material, Browne said, while the 8125 “is still the world’s
fastest string.”To receive details about all the bowstring materials and colors available
from BCY, contact the Connecticut firm at (800) 632-7115.

Chuck Pella and the sales representatives for Paradox
Archery Products were showing a new style of braided bow
sling at the ATA Show. The ProSling Elite is formed of six
strands woven into a flat braid, instead of the more common
round braid formed by three strands. There’s a softer feel to
the ProSling Elite because with six stands of nylon parachute
cord, it doesn’t have to braided as tightly as standard threebraid slings in order to hold its shape.
Pella said the ProSling Elite uses a new version of the
clip style bracket so it is also easy to adjust. You can either
tug the sling tighter or looser while it’s in the clip, or pop it
out, make the adjustment and then slide it back in place. For
2005, this latest sling from Paradox will be sold in black, in a
brown camo or in a green camo. Each is packaged with a
rubber washer, a star washer and a 5/16-25 cap screw for
mounting in the stabilizer hole.
Paradox continues to offer a wide range of colors in its
three-strand slings, and now there are more colors available
in the leather mount for its BowSling models. The black
leather original has been joined blue leather, green leather,
blue leather and brown leather.
Since Paradox Archery Products braids its own material
here in the United States, Pella likes to offer retailers a wide
choice.This year the 25 colors available in the standard camo
braids include four new choices. If that’s too many choices to
deal with, Pella said the firm is also happy to recommend an
assortment of the best selling sling styles and colors.You can
reach Paradox in Missouri at (816) 635-3753.
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John Wydner of Hunter Safety
Systems (left) talks with Black Gold’s
Mike Ellig about fall restraints. Hunter
Safety Systems produces vests that
incorporate full-body harnesses so
they’re quick to put on and tangle-free.
The new Stalker that Ellig has on is an
economy model that carries a suggested retail price of $69.95. Wydner wears
the new Pro Series model that is lighter
and cooler than the original, thanks to
its mesh body. This year the vests use
miniature seat-belt style buckles for
the leg straps, so they’re quicker and
quieter to attach. Call (877) 296-3528 to
see the entire line.
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Impact Archery’s Bahram Khoshnood (facing camera above) has developed a new style of pins for use in the Fiber Tech sight shown at lower left
in his booth graphics. The sight combines a black polycarbonate housing
with machined aluminum mount and clear polycarbonate pin spools. Coiled
inside the spool is a foot of light gathering fiber. A blade-style support
means the hunter has a good view of the target because the clear cartridge
isn’t much wider there than the fiber itself. Roy Wawrzyniakowski (upper
right with the sight) cradled one of the spools in his hand so we could zoom
in on it.The sight design is patent pending and the pins carry a five year warranty. Reach Impact Archery in Georgia at (770) 521-9173.

Mark Miller of Backland Outdoors was pointing retailers
to the garments and packs available in the camouflage patterns designed by Scott Anderson. The darker Full Benefit pattern is designed for woodland use, while All Terrain is a good
pattern for Western sagebrush and grasslands. Miller said
both are available on hardgoods and softgoods, and said
some current customers include Gold Tip, Hunter Safety
Systems, Cougar Claw, Sportsmen’s Plus, and Critter Dreams.
Backland Outdoors itself is a source for camo clothing in those
patterns. Reach the Minnesota firm at (320) 234-6192.

J. Todd Wise entertained exhibitors and attendees alike
during two magic shows at the ArrowTrade Magazine
booth.Wise, the son of Shooting & Coaching Columnist Larry
Wise, enjoys practicing magic as a hobby but is studying to
be a Petroleum Engineer. He’ll spend part of this summer in
an internship on a oil platform in the Gulf of Mexico.
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Brett Jump and Chuck Bowman
(right in photo at right) of Tarjac were at
the Carbon Impact booth when
ArrowTrade stopped by for information
on the latest arrow shafts and stabilizers
from the Michigan firm. Tarjac is the vendor that helps the arrow maker offer
uniquely camouflaged arrows. The Silent
Shield camo has a slick, quiet surface and
doesn’t add any weight to the shaft.
This year Tarjac will be dipping a new
camo version of the Ultabolt XLT crossbow shaft. Available in 20 or 22 inch
lengths, you can get them with flat or half
moon nocks. There’s also a Stealth XLT
Ultrabolt that like the Stealth XLT arrow,
has a built in-stabilizer.
Carbon Impact has a new Quatro stabilizer that combines four black or camo
carbon tubes with a free-floating sliding
mass and either an Ultra LimbSaver or
Mini Doinker. Reach Carbon Impact at
(231) 929-8152.
Sean Orr of GSM (left in photo at left) talks with Charlene
and Barry Morgan, who brought their teenage son Daniel to
his first ATA Show this year. The Morgans operate Freedom
Archery, a Pennsylvania retailer that was the subject of the
November, 2004 ArrowTrade cover story. Charlene told
ArrowTrade one problem her business has had is programming orders early only to find out the manufacturer can’t ship
on the promised delivery date. That experience is something
they take into account when deciding who to trust with their
business next year
GSM is the source for the popular Stealth Cam game
scouting cameras, hearing amplifiers and the Cyclops line of
lighting products. Reach the California sales office at (760)
268-0576.
Grim Reaper’s Jay Liechty (left in photo at right)
shows Mark Ralston of Archery Outlet his latest
designs. And Liechty has been busy. The original Grim
Reaper Razortips have new sharper, thicker blades.
Depending on the weight, the blades are .030 or .035
inch thick at the base, then neck down to .020 as they
taper to the edge.
The three Razortip models (75, 100 and 125
grains) get the new blade style, as do four new
Razorcut broadheads. Instead of a Trocrazor tip, those
have a cut-on-contact tip formed by a tiny blade that
projects from the ferrule. Liechty has designed a 75
grain Razorocut with 1 1/8 inch cut.The 85 grain cuts a
1 3/8 inch circle. The 100/125 cuts 1 3/8, and there is a
second 100/125 that cuts a 1 3/4 inch circle.
Ralston said Grim Reaper was the number one
broadhead line at his Staunton, Indiana store and that
he plans to stock some of all the new models.You can
get more information on these heads and doubleedged DeathStar and Hades models at (801) 377-6199.
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Gold Tip uses its seating area for short seminars, announcements and demonstration videos.
This video held dealers’ attention with a comparison of the arrow groups achieved from a shooting
machine with Gold Tip shafts and other name
brands. Information on the Gold Tip product line is
available at (801) 229-1666.
Bohning Archery Sales Manager Chuck
Jordan (below) can smile about the strong sales
increases the Michigan firm has seen for its quivers
and vanes. He also was part of the show poster, in
his Power Bond Man suit, that had been created by
Advertising & Marketing Director Richard Mowery.
For info on new shock-absorbing quivers, reach
Bohning at (800) 253-0136.

Jeanne Allbritain is one of the Mathews pro
shooters who helps that company keep a commanding prescience at national 3-D tournaments.
She’s holding a Switchback, the subject of this issue’s
bow report that starts on page 122 of this issue.
Mathews also has a new tournament bow this
year, a Conquest Apex that is the first deflex-risered
model in the company’s history. That 42.25 inch bow
uses a new Apex cam to produce a brisk 310 fps IBO
rating, despite the 8 inch brace height. Reach
Mathews at (608) 269-2728.
Circle 195 on Response Card
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